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Of the 55 percent of luxury brands that offer Russian Web sites only 14 percent of brands
offer Web sites with advanced Russian translation, according to a new report from L2
T hink T ank.

T he Digital IQ Index: Russia Prestige found that many luxury marketers are not providing
translated content for these consumers via digital media. Even though luxury brands have
a global presence, it is important to also provide local and language-familiar content to
consumers around the world.
"In Russia, leading global brands consistently underinvest in language optimization,
prove absence from local social platforms, and copy Western mobile investments despite
a different device mix found on the ground, all of which significantly handicaps the
majority of prestige brands examined," said Leeza Kuznetsova, research lead at L2 T hink
T ank, New York.
"Only 15 percent of the brands examined are currently shipping products internationally
to Russia and only 26 percent including 10 hotel brands are engaged in direct
ecommerce," she said.

"Aside from translating rich media assets, brand collateral and lifestyle content on site
and social media properties, brands should adapt to shipping and payment options
familiar to Russian consumers such as courier delivery and cash-at-the-door payment."
T he Digital IQ Index: Russia Prestige analyzed the digital performance of 84 global and
local prestige brands in Russia. T he brands were ranked 30 percent on Web site
effectiveness, 20 percent on digital marketing, 20 percent on mobile and 30 percent on
social media.
Language barrier
Russia is Europe’s largest Internet market, but only five percent of the population is
proficient in English. Even though there is a potential for growth in the Russian market,
luxury brands are failing to effectively communicate with consumers.
With 77.5 million Internet users, luxury brands should focus more resources into
communicating with Russian consumers.
In 2012, Russians spent $8.6 billion on luxury goods and $12 billion through domestic
ecommerce.
Out of the 84 brands surveyed in the study, Estée Lauder, Dolce & Gabbana and Giorgio
Armani were the luxury brands that made the top ten.
T hese brands engaged Russian consumers through Cyrillic translations, substantial social
media presence and ecommerce.
Brands that did not fare well among Russian consumers were those that were inactive on
local social media platforms, those that lacked a Cyrillic Web site and were not
compatible with Russian consumer devices.
Furthermore, even with 82 percent of the population active in social networks most luxury
brands do not actively pursue Russian consumers through direct communication.
Fifty percent of branded videos examined for the study were not translated into Russia.
While some brands added subtitles, only 11 percent of social videos featured Russian
voice overs.
Chanel and Dior were of the five brands with social videos with Russian voice overs.

Chanel's Russian Web site
Dior’s campaign for its new skin care serum One Essential featured educational

information and a video series with Russian voiceovers. An emailed newsletter was also
modified for Russian-language consumers.
Brands with a strong following on Russian social media platform VK likely saw more
success in the market.
With 44 million users, VK’s top ten luxury brands included Dolce & Gabbana, Chanel,
Givenchy and Dior.
Facebook, with 12.8 million Russian users, featured Ritz-Carlton, Estée Lauder and Keihl’s
among the top ten luxury brands with an active social presence.
A strong social presence is important in the Russian market.
"Brands should also be aware of where and how Russian consumers are searching for
them," Ms. Kuznetsova said.
"Fourty percent of the search volume for brand terms across Yandex and Google was in
Cyrillic script, as opposed to Latin," she said. "Brands should also prioritize social media
investment on VK, which attracts three times larger an audience than Facebook in Russia,
with 44 million unique monthly users.
"Brands that operate directly in Russia, as opposed to operating through a franchise
partner, perform the best in digital."
More mcommerce
Luxury marketers in Russia should consider mobile commerce as a viable platform to
reach additional consumers.
T he L2 study found that 27 percent of brands lacked a mobile site while only 21 percent
were available in Russian. T he majority of mobile sites were available only in English.
Gucci, Dior, Hugo Boss, Donna Karan, T iffany & Co., Chanel and Jaeger-LeCoultre were
among the brands with the top mobile applications for iPhones.
Only Chanel’s app was available in Russian, despite it lacking mcommerce. T he app
features a Chanel store locator, runway videos and Chanel’s news blog.
Google Andriod also offered Russian consumers mobile apps with Ritz-Carlton, Dolce &
Gabbana, Omega, T AG Heuer and Armani being among the top rated. Of these five apps,
none were Russian optimized.
Adapting global sites to for local consumers will benefit brand's seeking to expand
exposure in the Russian market.
"Early ownership of regional efforts grants select brands, such as Chanel, Dior, Louis
Vuitton, and Montblanc, a head-start on Russian ecommerce and greater aptitude in
digital communications tailored to local users," Ms. Kuznetsova said.
"As brands debate whether to exit their franchise contracts, they will need to play catch-up
with these first movers."

Having a local site may also help prevent counterfeit goods from saturating the market.
"Estimates suggest that up to 30 percent of goods sold in Russia in major retail sectors,
such as apparel and cosmetics, are counterfeit," Ms. Kuznetsova said. "Without a direct
presence, brands that operate from the periphery face increased competition from
unofficial channels.
"During the course of the study, we came across many fake ecommerce sites and VK
stores, some more convincing than others."
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